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ABSTRACT
Within the realm of web design and marketing, it is easy for the designer to get caught up
in what he/she thinks the site needs to look like. The problem is that web users are trying
to accomplish specific tasks, and websites need to be tailored towards these users, not
towards the designer. To work on this problem, I chose to make a website entitled
“scotchwhisky101.com.” Most websites about single malts are too information-heavy
and/or outdated. I used this problem to learn methods of user-oriented web design. To
achieve this end, I gathered data through a survey. I then took this survey and created
three personas of possible user segments, similar to those that marketing professionals
use, with the data I collected. Through these personas, I was able to tailor my website’s
design, content, and focus to match the demographic of new scotch enthusiasts. This
method of research and design is useful for both marketers and web designers because it
allows the end customer to be the primary influencer of the website’s creation. Through
user persona-driven design, developers can ensure maximum customer engagement and
satisfaction while remaining rhetorically sensitive.
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INTRODUCTION
The Design Problem
Within the realm of web design and marketing, it is easy for the designer to get
caught up in what he/she thinks the site needs to look like. The problem is that web users
are trying to accomplish specific tasks, and websites need to be tailored towards these
users, not towards the designer. Several studies have shown that “while preaching the
importance of practicing user-centered concepts, many organizations fail to consider the
consumer needs as the focal point of their design processes” (Miaskiewicz & Kozar,
2011). If web designers and marketers want to maximize customer engagement, and if
they want to appropriately understand their market, the focus of web design must be
centered on the user, not the creator.

Topic Choice
To work on this problem, I have designed a website about single malt scotch
whisky, entitled Scotchwhisky101.com. First and foremost, this area of business is where
I wish to end up in my career. I am deeply interested in the world of whisky, and it is my
goal to be involved in the marketing aspect of the bourbon industry in the near future.
Secondly, as a person who recently became interested in scotch, I found the available
wesbites about the subject lacking. Existing sites, such as maltmadness.com and
scotchmaltwhisky.co.uk, are entirely too text heavy, offer little sense of visual hierarchy
to guide the user to desired information, and cover information in an entirely too specific
and detailed manner (see Appendix A for examples of this issue). Given my interest in
1

the topic and the opportunity to create a new, functional site, it seemed like an
appropriate path to take for this project.

Summary of Project
To begin with, I gathered data through a survey. I then took this survey and
created three personas of possible user segments, similar to those that marketing
professionals use, with the data I collected. Through these personas, I was able to tailor
my website’s design, content, and focus to match the demographic of new scotch
enthusiasts. In line with these personas, I created three design principles that I abided by
when designing the website.
This website is dedicated to providing everyone with a simple, no-nonsense
introduction to the world of single malt scotch whisky. The goal of this site is to show
that scotch whisky is an accessible hobby that does not need to be intimidating to
newcomers. There is a large potential to get lost in the detail and exclusivity of scotch;
this website seeks to avoid that. Enjoying scotch does not need to feel like being part of
an exclusive club. To accomplish this goal, this website is different from other scotch
websites in several ways:



This is not an online marketplace. It is purely for information and guidance.



All the bottles explored in this site are commonly found and reasonably priced.
There are no limited edition bottles or anything over $600 discussed on this
website.
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Only single malt scotch is discussed. The world of blended scotch is too large to
be explored in a single site.



All technical terms are explained and accessible.



Information is detailed but not overwhelmingly so.

The website is divided into four main sections. The first section is an “About this
Site” page that focuses on explaining the purpose of the website and also serves as a
“jumping-off point” for the rest of the site. The second section covers how single malt
scotch is made. It has a page of information defining scotch and then an intereactive
slideshow that goes over the various steps of creating scotch whisky. The third section
covers the six regions of whisky-making in Scotland. Each region has a page with
information and links to each distillery page in that region. The final section is an
alphabetical list of all the distilleries in Scotland that produce single malt scotch. Each
distillery has a separate page that includes information about the distillery along with
notes about common bottles produced by each distillery.
Due to time constraints and to the COVID-19 pandemic, I was unable to perform
any usability testing for the website; however, I have included a section in this report
where I discuss what I would have implemented if I were able to do such a test and how
the test might have influenced design revisions.
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SURVEY & PERSONAS
Research on Personas
To begin with, it is important to define what a persona is in the context of usercentered design. “Personas are fictional user archetypes based on user research. Through a
process of analysis and refinement, the data from user interviews is distilled into one or
multiple fictitious characters. Each character is developed in realistic detail” (Long, 2009).
There are two sides to using personas in design: the designer experience and the user
experience. To the designer, the use of personas provides not only an idea of what a website
user may look like, but it also “makes explicit… assumptions about the target audience.
Once created, they help to keep the assumptions and decision-making criteria explicit”
(Grudin & Pruitt, 2002). With personas to reference, designers are able to defer to the end
user on design decisions. The creation and implementation of features are geared towards
the consumer, not the designer.
Secondly, “personas can introduce empathy into the design process, which can
improve the functionality of the product for the user” (Friess, 2012, p. 1210). By
encouraging designers to utilize personas in web design, supervisors can put a face to the
process. Designers can use personas to get into the minds and emotions of the end user and
to discover their intentions. Keeping these aspects of the target market in mind, it helps
designers to create an experience that is better tailored toward the end user. Given these
researched benefits of personas, and given that this type of research is valued in the world
of marketing and rhetoric, I decided to use this method of target market analysis to drive
the designing process for Scotch Whisky 101.
4

Survey Method
To gather the data I needed to create user personas, I created a survey. The survey
was performed online via Google Forms. It is important to note that, at no point throughout
the survey process did I know or ask for any of the names of respondents, and each response
was totally anonymous through the whole process. I spread the survey via multiple
channels. First, I told people about it via word of mouth. Second, I posted the link to the
survey on the social forum website Reddit in the “Whiskey” subreddit community. I
consulted with the moderators of the forum and sent them my initial thesis proposal. After
reviewing my project, they allowed me to post the link to the survey on the forum. Third,
I emailed the forum to a few contacts who I knew were scotch-drinkers.
The survey was split into two main sections. One section covered quantitative data,
and the other covered qualitative data. In the quantitative data section, I asked questions
about demographics and about scotch-related experiences, and respondents answered by
selecting one of the provided choices. The demographic questions regarded age, gender,
estimated annual income, state of residence, and ethnicity. The scotch related questions
were as follows: “How often do you drink scotch whisky?”; “How long have you been
drinking scotch whisky?”; and “What are your top three concerns when buying scotch
whisky? (Check maximum of three).” The qualitative section of the survey also dealt with
scotch-related experiences, but the questions were more open ended. The questions for this
section were as follows: “What is your reason for choosing to drink scotch whisky over
other alcoholic beverages? (Ex. Beer, Wine, Rum, Bourbon, Tequila, Vodka, etc.)”; “Why
do you personally enjoy drinking scotch whisky?”; “Do you remember the first time you
had scotch whisky? If so, please describe that experience.”; “What do you think is the
5

biggest barrier to more people enjoying scotch whisky?”; and “What do you wish you
would have known when you first started drinking scotch whisky?” I let the survey run for
approximately two weeks before collecting responses.

Data Results & Analysis
As I move forward in using the data collected from my survey, it is important to
note what role the data plays, its limitations, what I would have done differently in the
survey given unlimited resources. I have listed the quantitative data in a table below to
give a concise overview of the information my survey collected.
TABLE 1
Category/Question

Top Response

Second Response

Third Response

Age

26-35 (43.9%)

45-60 (24.4%)

21-25 (14.6%)

Gender

Male (90.2%)

Female (9.8%)

N/A

Estimated Annual Income

$50,000-$75,000
(36.6%)

$25,000-$50,000
(14.6%)

$75,000-$100,000
(12.2%)

Education Level

Bachelor’s Degree
(41.5%)

Post-Graduate
Degree (39%)

High School
Diploma (12.2%)

Ethnicity (Select all that
apply)

Caucasian (95%)

Hispanic or Latino
(7.5%)

Native American
(5%)

Location

California (20%)

Kentucky (20%)

Illinois (17.1%)

How often do you drink
scotch whisky?

Several times per
month (43.9%)

Several times per
week (22%)

Once per week
(19.5%)

How long have you been
drinking scotch whisky?

0-2 Years (39%)

3-7 Years (29.3%)

15 Years or More
(17.1%)

What are your top three
concerns when buying
scotch whisky? (Check
maximum of three)

Flavor (97.6%)

Price (70.7%)

Trying New
Products (58.5%)
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This quantitative data gives me a better idea of what type of person would likely
get into scotch whisky. From this data, the target consumer for this website would be a
white male, age 26-35. He would be middle class with a four-year degree and likely
living either on the west coast or in the southeast United States. He will be relatively new
to the hobby of scotch, have a drink several times per month, and be primarily concerned
with the flavor of scotch when buying it. Apart from taking the most frequently given
answers for an ideal persona, this chart also gives me an idea of secondary factors to take
into consideration when designing personas and when designing the website. For
example, over half of respondents are concerned about price and about trying new things
when searching for scotch. Also, the combined total responses from the survey indicate
that 80.5% of scotch-drinkers have a four-year degree or higher. These pieces of
information will help when deciding the content and language of my website. For
example, due to the high degree of college-educated respondents, I can use more complex
sentence structures in the website’s text within reason.
I also asked qualitative questions in the survey to get a retrospective idea from
participants of what newcomers to scotch may want to know about the drink. To find
commonalities among these answers, I took the responses from each question and ran
them through a word cloud generator to find the top five words and/or topics used in each
question’s total responses. I have listed these questions and top words in the table on the
next page.
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TABLE 2
Question

Word Cloud Results

What is your reason for choosing to drink
scotch whisky over other alcoholic
beverages? (Ex. Beer, Wine, Rum,
Bourbon, Tequila, Vodka, etc.)

Flavor, Profile, Taste, Enjoy, Experience

Why do you personally enjoy drinking
scotch whisky?

Taste, Flavors, Experience, Time,
Complexity

Do you remember the first time you had
scotch whisky? If so, please describe that
experience.

Like, Experience, Smoky, Palate, Hated

What do you think is the biggest barrier to Price, Misconceptions of Peat & Heavy
more people enjoying scotch whisky?
Flavors, High Alcohol Content,
Intimidation from Vast Knowledge &
Options, Complexity
What do you wish you would have known Different, Flavors, Price, Enjoy, Variety
when you first started drinking scotch
whisky?

This qualitative data gives me a better idea of what type of information to include
in the website as well as what type of elements to include in design. For example, the top
reasons that respondents enjoy drinking scotch whisky is for taste and flavors. In my site,
I will include typical flavor profiles for each scotch region to outline this exact concern.
Additionally, the largest barrier respondents said prohibits people from enjoying scotch is
price. In my site, I focus solely on commonly accessible, relatively inexpensive bottles
that producers regularly make.
My initial reaction to the data includes both surprises and expected results. For
example, I was not surprised to learn that the overwhelming majority of scotch drinkers
are male. Scotch has long been perceived as an exclusively masculine hobby. There are
several things that surprised me about the data too. For example, I did not expect the
8

majority of scotch drinkers to be age 26-35. I expected an older audience due to the
perceived sophistication of the hobby. This information will impact my site by causing
the design to be more technologically capable, making use of features such as inter-site
links and interactive slideshows. Also, I was surprised to find that the overwhelming
majority of scotch drinkers have a bachelor’s degree or higher. I expected the majority of
drinkers to be educated, but not to the degree that the survey indicates. This will impact
my design by allowing me to use more educated language without fear of sounding
pretentious.
Finally, it is important to note that this data reflects limitations in the survey. For
example, I was not able to get responses from my ultimate intended audience—those who
wish to become new scotch drinkers—but rather from people who already drink scotch.
This factor, while sufficient for putting together an adequate picture of my audience,
hinders me from gaining a completely accurate portrayal of my audience. Second, due to
the locality in which I spread the survey by word of mouth (Bowling Green, Kentucky),
there was a disproportionate amount of people that responded from Kentucky. This piece
of data on the survey may not be indicative of where most scotch drinkers in the USA are
located. With these limitations acknowledged, I still have enough data to argue that new
scotch drinkers would fall into a certain demographic, and I have the data I need to create
personas.
If I could perform this survey with no limitations and unlimited resources, I would
have made sure the only people who responded were those that match my intended
audience exactly, and I would have distributed it to a wider audience to gain more
responses.
9

Persona Creation
With the data results collected and analyzed from the survey, I created three
personas to represent the target market for Scotch Whisky 101. In addition to the research
I reviewed regarding what personas entail, I used a real-world example on which to base
my personas. Chick-fil-a utilizes personas to represent their target markets, and I used
their model as a starting-off point for my personas (See Appendix B for an example of
their personas).
I created a total of three personas. All three personas are located in Appendix C
for reference. Along with a name and picture, I fleshed out these personas by including
the following information: background, demographics, identifiers (character traits), goals,
challenges, reasons for looking into scotch, apprehensions about scotch, what I can do in
the website for them, and current most-played artists on Spotify. The first persona,
Jameson Scott, represents a conglomeration of the most-answered responses in the
survey. The second persona, Mike Higgins, mostly utilizes secondary responses to
represent a secondary audience. The third persona, Chris Beckett, utilizes responses and
features from seasoned scotch drinkers to represent somebody who already knows about
scotch and is not new to the hobby. The purpose for creating Chris was to give me a
reference of who to not design the website for. Throughout the course of designing the
site, if design choices seemed like something tailored toward Chris, I took a second look
at the decision.
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Design Principles
Finally, to complement the survey data and the personas, I created three design
principles to adhere to while creating the website. (See Appendix D for these principles).
The concept of these principles comes from the book The User Experience Team of One:
A Research and Design Survival Guide by Lead Buley. According to Buley, “design
principles are a tool to help you clarify what personality is right for your product, and
then to ensure as you progress that you are designing an experience with this personality”
(Buley, 2013, p. 157). To create these principles I used qualitative data from my survey
to surmise what sort of “personality” the website should have. The three principles I
created are as follows: “It is not an overwhelming clutter of stuff”; “Information is
detailed yet uncomplicated”; and “It is focused on the common and accessible.” Each of
these principles is accompanied by 1-2 sentences of additional explanation, and each
principle is followed by three “implications,” or concrete actions I took when designing
the website to make sure I adhered to these principles.
With the survey data, user personas, and design principles, I was more than
equipped to design a user-friendly and user-driven website experience about single malt
scotch whisky.

11

WEB DESIGN
Data Collection
Before the process of creating and designing the website could start, I had to
collect the data required. The vast majority of this data constituted images and
information about various bottles of scotch. The first step I took was to create a
spreadsheet of distilleries and their bottles. Staying within my design principles and
personas, I only gathered data for bottles that are commonly found and are part of
distilleries’ “core expressions,” and I only focused on bottles that are $600 or less. This
price may seem high, but there are thousands of limited editions bottles that soar to
exorbidant prices out there. This limitation is well within the design principles and
personas.
For each bottle, I acquired three pieces of information: ABV (alcohol by volume),
price range, and tasting notes. I collected tasting notes directly from the distilleries
themselves. This decision ensures that tasting notes are not my subjective opinion and are
consistent with what customers would see when purchasing a bottle. For the price range, I
implemented a system similar to that of Clay Risen’s in his book Single Malt: A Guide to
the Whiskies of Scotland. I acknowledge this inspiration in the website and provide a link
to the Amazon page for his book. For each bottle, I looked up the price on four different
websites: Total Wine, The Whisky Exchange, Master of Malt, and the producer’s website
(when available). I then averaged out the price of the bottle and represented it on the
website with dollar signs ranging from one to four. The system is as follows: $=$50 or
12

less; $$=$51-90; $$$=$91-200, $$$$=$200-600. To see a screenshot of this data
spreadsheet, see Appendix E.
After this data was collected, I worked on acquiring images. All images for
distilleries, regions, and the “How It’s Made” page were acquired via Google Images, and
all image searches were filtered for either “Labeled for Reuse” or “For Commercial Use.”
For bottle images, all images came from the online marketplace The Whisky Exchange.
Under Free Use, I am able to use these images due to the noncommercial nature of my
website. Choosing images from this source also helps to ensure uniformality of bottle
images. Additionally, I acquired distillery logos from The Whisky Exchange. I used these
logos as links to each distillery page from the Regions page and from the Distilleries
Index page.
I also drew inspiration for certain design elements from various producer
websites. Two examples of this inspiration are as follows. First, on the “How It’s Made”
page of the website, I designed an interactive slideshow that details the process of how
scotch whisky is produced. This idea came from the Kilchoman Distillery website where
they have an interactive slideshow detailing their process. Secondly, each distillery page
features a large banner with an image of the distillery overlayed by the distillery’s name.
This idea came from scotchwhisky.com where they start each distillery page with a
banner image. These two design choices fall in line with my design principles and
personas; they are amply spaced for a noncongestive web experience, and they offer taskoriented guidance for users.
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Layout of the Website
The website is layed out in such a way as to provide task-oriented guidance for
users. For example, the homepage is a single-screen, non-scrolling page. It features a
single image, the title of the website, and a link that reads “Click Here to Get Started!”
The website is structured in such a way to where somebody can navigate to a specific
page if they desired, but new and unfamiliar users can start on the homepage and be
directed through the entire site. Each pathway leads to the next page, following this order:
homepage, “How It’s Made,” regions page, and distilleries page. Each page also features
links that go to the next and previous pages in that category. For example, on a distillery
page, there are links with directive arrows to the next and previous distillery pages,
organized in alphabetical order.
Every facet of the website was influenced by the user personas and by design
principles. After all, this website is tailored ultimately toward the end user, not the
designer. On the next pages are tables for each of the two user personas, directive design
options from those personas, and examples of those options being implemented in my
website.

14

Jameson Scott
TABLE 3
Design Option

Example(s)
. (From Islands Region Page) “Due to their location, many island whiskies
have notes that remind you of the coast: salty sea-spray, seaweed, driftwood,
and iodine. Most island whiskies are also lightly to moderately peated,
making them smoky. These notes may sound abrasive, but when combined
with other notes of honey, citrus, flowers, and fruit, you get a whisky that is a
treat to drink and share.”

Make
information
accessible and
unpretentious

. Each distillery page begins with the founding date and location for
consistency and accessibility. Each description also ends with common
flavors from that brand.
. Hard-to-pronounce distillery names have pronunciation guides at the
beginning of their descriptions (Example: Auchentoshan, ah-ken-toe-shun)
. (From the BenRiach page) “The distillery is currently owned by BrownForman, the company responsible for Woodford Reserve Bourbon and Jack
Daniels Tennessee Whiskey.”
. Typical flavor profile diagrams on each region page

Pay attention to
detail while
also not
overwhelming
with detail

. (From the BenRiach page) “The distillery is currently owned by BrownForman, the company responsible for Woodford Reserve Bourbon and Jack
Daniels Tennessee Whiskey.”
. (From the Glenfiddich page) “In Scots Gaelic, its name means "valley of
the deer," hence their logo. Glenfiddich has always had a spirit of innovation.
During American Prohibition, Glenfiddich doubled production in the face of
uncertainty, and when Prohibition finally ended, they had plenty of stock to
sell to America.”
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Mike Higgins
TABLE 4
Design Option
Implement UX
design to
maximize task
guidance

Emphasize
personal and
social benefits
of scotch

Example(s)
. Non-scrolling home page with “Get Started” link and clear links to sections
on each page
. Each region and distillery page have clear arrows that link to the previous
and next page
. (From Islands Region Page) “Due to their location, many island whiskies
have notes that remind you of the coast: salty sea-spray, seaweed, driftwood,
and iodine. Most island whiskies are also lightly to moderately peated,
making them smoky. These notes may sound abrasive, but when combined
with other notes of honey, citrus, flowers, and fruit, you get a whisky that is a
treat to drink and share.”

Sounds too
complicated;
Make
information
accessible and
unpretentious

. (from Highlands Region page) “From the light-bodied, citrus & salt-tinged
whiskies of Old Pulteney to the full-bodied, rich, sherry-aged whiskies of
Glengoyne, there is something in the Highlands for everybody.”

Do not focus on
high-priced
scotch

. Each distillery page displays core bottles from lowest priced to highest
priced. Also, despite many bottles of scotch reaching thousands of dollars in
value, the price cap for bottles explored on the website is $600.

Make
information
accessible with
little to no
jargon

. Descriptions that use technical terms have links to simple, accessible
lightboxes that define the term

As is evident, the personas and design principles played a chief role in key design issues
on both the micro and macro level. The implementation of these personas ensures that
this website is ultimately geared toward the researched target user market.
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USABILITY TESTING
Unfortunately, due to time constraints and to the COVID-19 pandemic, I was
unable to perform a proper usability test on this website; however, this section will detail
what I would have done for a usability test, how the test would have connected back to
the personas and design principles, and how the design might have changed based on
feedback from the test.

Method
The usability test would have been a task-oriented, retrospective probing
procedure. This type of usability test “involves asking users a series of questions about
their experience with a system immediately after they have completed a task or series of
tasks with a system” (Birns et al., 2002, p. 2). And advantage to this option is that it lets
the user perform the tasks required without anxiety caused by a proctor. It also allows for
a more reflective experience of not only individual tasks, but of the usability of the
website as a whole.
I would have tested for five main tasks, each one associated with both navigation
and readability. The tasks are as follows:
1. Navigate to the Lagavulin Distillery page
2. Find the tasting notes for a bottle of Glenfiddich 12 Year Old
3. Discover the typical flavor profile for a Highlands Region scotch
4. Navigate to the “How It’s Made” slideshow and read about mashing
17

5. Navigate to a bottle on a distillery page and discover what the price range
means

The users would perform each of these tasks, and after each individual task, they
would be given the following statement: Overall, this task was easy to complete. They
would then circle a number 1-5, one being “Strongly Agree” and five being “Strongly
Disagree.” After they complete all five tasks, they would answer three restrospective,
qualitative questions. These questions would be as follows: “What do you like best about
this website?”; “What do you like least about this website?”; and “What, if anything, would
you change about this website?” This combination of quantitative and qualitative data
would give me both an easy number average to rate the website’s usability with as well as
detailed reasons for why the usability is good or bad.
This test would have been performed on ten individuals. This number would allow
me to average the quantitative ratings into a manageable number, and it would also allow
for a reasonable time frame; it is enough individuals to get real, diverse results and insights
but not too much as to create an unmanageable pool of data. Ideally, these ten people would
be selective to reflect the end user as specified by the survey data and personas.

Possible Implications
Depending on the results from the usability test, I might have implemented
changes to the UX design of the website, or I may have done nothing. For example, if the
task of navigating to the “How It’s Made” slideshow was consistently rated as difficult, I
could have moved the slideshow closer to the top of the page. The quantitative questions
asking to rate the easiness of specific tasks would have mainly had implications on
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specific tasks in the website. The data from these ratings would have caused me to
change the processes of completing specific tasks such as navigation and searching.
The three qualitative questions would have had broader implications on website
changes. For example, if someone responded with a complaint about the website’s lack of
direction, I would have gone back and made links more visible and accessible by
highlighting, underlining, moving them around on the page, etc. Conversely, if someone
responded positively about the use of white space on certain pages vs. others, I would
have gone back and tried to make other pages more closely resemble the use of white
space on the favorable page. This usability test goes to show that not only would I have
administered a measurable test, but it also shows that, again, the main concern here is the
end user, and that user is based on primary research.
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CONCLUSION
Scotch Whisky 101 is ultimately a project about user-experience designing
backed by primary research. Through the course of this project, I have learned about
persona creation, design principles, survey data analysis, web design, and usability
testing. I poured hundreds of hours into research and design. I have based this project and
the website on user data, and I have implemented this data in concrete, measurable ways.
This website, while borne of a passion, is not tailored for myself; rather, I have created a
website that is tailored towards an end user, and this end user is not simply one that I
created in my mind, but one that is backed by research and data. Overall, this project was
a sufficient exercise in research and design, and it is a sufficient example of an
appropriate honors capstone experience.
As I enter the world after graduation, this project will come with me as a valuable
asset. It is my hope to enter into the bourbon or scotch industry. My goal is to become a
marketer or public relations specialist of some kind such as a brand manager. The skills I
have learned from this project will be directly and primarily useful in my career
aspirations.
However, ultimately, I just want to be involved in the process. Whisky is
something that I love and cherish. It fascinates me with its processes and incredibly
variable results. It astonishes me with its complex range of flavors. Most of all, it warms
my heart with its beautiful facilities, inspiring locations, and genuine people. I am
dedicated to spreading its impact through whatever work I can. I hope this project reflects
my sentiment in a real and credible way.
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APPENDIX B
MELANIE
BACKGROUND
Preschool Teacher
Married with 2 children (8 and 6)
DEMOGRAPHICS
Female
Age 30-40
Dual Household Income: $125,000
Suburban
IDENTIFIERS
Cheery personality
Clips coupons
GOALS
Take care of household
Be a positive role model for students and children
CHALLENGES
Juggling household, family and job responsibilities
Maintaining exercise routine
WHAT CAN WE DO
Provide high-quality meals
Fast Drive Thru Service
REAL QUOTES
“I don’t have enough time to cook a healthy meal most weeknights.”
“Every minute is precious.”
COMMON OBJECTIONS
It’s too expensive to eat out at night.
I can cook a healthy meal at home.
MARKETING MESSAGING
Chick-fil-A’s Mom’s Valet Service
ELEVATOR PITCH
With our Mom’s Valet Service we can have a healthy family meal ready for you by the
time you sit down.
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